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The World Atlas of the Past combines over 100 newly rendered full-color maps with exquisite art

and photographs and engrossing narrative to trace the history of humankind from its tentative

beginnings to the present. This state-of-the-art set boasts extensive coverage of the major

civilizations of Africa, the Americas, Asia, and Europe, which makes it a perfect fit with the global

studies and world history curriculum. Each section features a full-page regional map showing such

historical events as global migration, wars, and the shift of imperial boundaries, and a highlight map

that illustrates a particular aspect of politics or culture. These clear and easy-to-understand maps

show how cities have developed, flourished, and declined, how geographical centers have changed,

and how civilizations have interacted over time. The accompanying text captures the key historical

facts of the period, while sidebars focus on art and artifacts to bring each civilization to life. A

chronology within each section provides ready reference. Each volume includes a glossary of terms,

suggestions for further reading, and an index. The 4 volumes are: Volume 1. THE ANCIENT

WORLD: Earliest Times to 1 BC  Volume 2. THE MEDIEVAL WORLD: AD 1 to 1492  Volume 3.

THE AGE OF DISCOVERY: 1492-1815  Volume 4. MODERN TIMES: 1815 to the Present
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Grade 5 Up-This handsomely designed atlas seamlessly blends text and colorful visuals while

chronicling the history of civilization from prehistoric times to the present. The straightforward,

well-researched narrative and instructive sidebars cover the major civilizations in Europe, Africa, the

Americas, and Asia, and discuss such diverse topics as lands of the Bible, the rise of Islam,



medieval Europe, the American Revolution, and terrorism in the 1990s. The eye-catching format

boasts high-quality photos, but the three types of vibrantly and meticulously rendered full-color

maps are the highlight of the set. World maps capture what the world was like at a specific moment

in time and the way of life for organized civilizations, e.g., farmers, hunter-gatherers. Collectively,

they paint a vivid picture of the development of society over time. In addition, numbers on these

maps correspond to references on time lines on the same pages. Regional maps illustrate the

history of a specific area over time. Supplementary maps augment regional maps through the

depiction of major events, e.g., the spread of the Black Death. Each inviting volume has a

user-friendly glossary and index and an extensive list for further reading. While the six-volume Atlas

of Human History (Macmillan, 1996) also includes text and a plethora of illustrative matter,

Haywood's presentation is more visually pleasing.Hillary Jan Donitz-Goldstein, New York Public

Library Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.

"Will be helpful to students who need historical overviews comparing major civilizations during

specific time periods.... Colorful maps and crisp photographs of artifacts are useful and attractive.

Timelines appear throughout the books. Each book has a glossary and a

bibliography."--Booklist"This handsomely designed atlas seamlessly blends text and colorful visuals

while chronicling the history of civilization from prehistoric times to the present. The straightforward,

well-researched narrative and instructive sidebars cover the major civilizations in Europe, Africa, the

Americas, and Asia.... The eye-catching format boasts high-quality photos, but the three types of

vibrantly and meticulously rendered full-color maps are the highlight of the set.... Collectively, they

paint a vivid picture of the development of society over time."--School Library Journal"Text

describes the highlights of each civilization or historical period. The maps are easy to use, with keys

explaining their presentation.... The full-color illustrations add to the visual appeal of the set.

Younger students will find these volumes are a good starting point for research."--Reference Books

Bulletin/Booklist"The text is concise, readable, and supplemented with photographs and artwork....

A nice feature of this set is that by following the world maps throughout the volumes, it is possible to

get a global view of history and the many events that occurred simultaneously. As Social Studies

curricula embrace history from a more global perspective, it is important that libraries also expand

their collections. This set covers a tremendous amount of information yet is affordable, attractive,

well-organized, and written on a level that can be understood by middle school students."--The

Book Report"Excellent, clear overview of history...supplemented by well-researched timetables,

sidebars, color maps, and glossaries."--Calliope"Five million years of human history, from early



hominids to Osama bin Laden, are condensed miraculously here into four brief volumes.... The

sophisticated narrative text focuses on political and economic history, and in separate chapters

singles out civilizations and political leaders.... Each of these chapters includes maps, timetables,

fascinating photos and illustrations, and sidebars on topics such as the Koran, Cleopatra, and the

Holocaust."--VOYA

Just perfect for someone who wants to skim their way the world history in a hurry. About 240 pages

in total and the maps are excellent. Once again, plenty of detail to match the writing but not so much

as to be overwhelming. I read the whole 4-column set in about 4 weeks and it really filled in many

gaps in my formal education.

Never saw it, don't know if the grandchild received it or not.

The 4-volume World Atlas of the Past has also 256 pages (64 per volume), but only 52

double-spread maps (13 per volume); each accompanied by a spread of text with an irrelevant big

landscape photo. Atlas of World History ("AWH") also by John Haywood comprises 6 parts titled

Historical Atlas of... with a 4-page introduction & 28 double-spread maps each (152 maps/180

spreads/360 pages in total), acknowledgments & index. After the 1st publishing in 1997 by Sharpe,

as a 3-volume set (ISBN 1563248549), AWH was reprinted not only in full in one 384-page volume

by Weidenfeld as Cassell's Atlas (ISBN 030435757X), which can be seen inside at  UK, but also

abbreviated in 1 shorter volume with only 121 double-spread maps in color on 256 pages by Barnes

& Noble (ISBN: 0760706875) & MetroBooks (ISBN: 1586630997), as well as in full in separate

1-/2-part & 96-/192-page volumes including encyclopedic dictionaries on 16 spreads numbered 29

to 44 (32 pages) per part. O'Brien's (Oxford/Philips) Atlas (ISBN 0195215672 can be seen inside)

would seem superior to AWH, if not for the disqualifying incompetence of rendering Poland

reformed & not Catholic; so O'Brien cannot be trusted. AWH has far fewer maps than Hammond's

reprint of acclaimed Times Atlas of World History. AWH uses a uniform map style throughout and

conveys each theme in a single map, while Times tends to use a greater variety of smaller maps.

For example, where AWH has one map representing the Byzantine Empire from 610 to 1204, Times

has five. This simpler approach may make the AWH more accessible for younger readers. AWH is

suitable for collections aimed at junior-high-school students and up.

need to up date title on this one maybe combine the two so it will sell better, thank youthis looks and



reads so much better ;;;World Atlas of the Past: Modern Times Volume 4: 1815 to the

PresentSeries: World Atlas of the Past (Book 4)Hardcover: 64 pagesPublisher: Oxford University

Press (July 27, 2000)Language: EnglishISBN-10: 019521692XISBN-13: 978-0195216929

she says it is very beautiful , Heavy product with good balance delivery on time receive it next day .

recommend it to my friend. help me a lot.
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